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Preface
　　My　recent　article　in　English　entitled“Early　Buddhism　and　Pyrrhonism　as　Human
Wisdom”1＞began　quoting　the　vicw　of“Muj6”（無常impermanence）at　the　beginning　of
The　Ta！b　of．Heike，　one　of　the　most魚mous　Japanese　classical　literature・The　passage　is　as
丘）110ws：
　　The　sound　of　the　Gion　Shoja　bells　echoes　the　impermanence　of　ail　things；the　color
of　the　sala　flowers　reveals　the　truth　that　the　prosperous　must　decline．　The　proud　do　not
endure，　they　are　like　a　dream　on　a　spring　night；the　mighty　fall　at　last，　they　are　as　dust
befbre　the　wind．2）
　　This　view　of　Muj6　shows　the　impertinence　of　all　things　as　truth（‘‘Kotowari”in
Japanese）accompanied　by　the　feelings　of　sorrow　and　resignation・This　view　seems　to　have
influenced　not　only　Japanese　literary　world，　but　also　Japanese　mentality　in　general　until
t6daア．　In　my　above－mentioned　article，　I　have　shown　what　Gion　Sh6ja　was　and　what
occtirred　there．　I　have　indicated　about　the　scepticism　of　early　Buddhism，　which　elucidated
the　meaning　of“Shogy6　Muj6”（諸行無常impermanence　of　all　things）．Ihave　also
indicated　there　the　relationship　between　the　scepticism　of　ancient　India　and　Pyrrhonism
f（）unded　by　a　Greek　sceptical　thinker　Pyrrho，　who　joined　the　expedition　of　Nexander　the
Great　to　the　East　up　to　lndia．　At　about　2　B．C，　Sextus　Empiricus　succeeded　the　Pyrrhonism
and　wrote　some　books．　One　ofthese　books　is　Out！ine∫　ofPyrrhonism．
　　About　1400　years　later，　Michel　de　Montaignc，　one　of　the　top－runners　of　modern　thought，
read　this　monumental　work．　My　issue　in　this　article　is　to　ask　whether　we　can　recognize
something　like“impermanence”in　Montaigne’s　E∬ays，　and，　if　we　can，1　would　like　to　ask
whether　Montaigne’s　view　of　impermanence　has　any　difference　from　Japanese　view・and
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fUrther　1　would　like　to　ask　whether　there　exists　a　link　between　this　view　of　Montaigne　and
the　starting　Point　ofhis　thinking・
　　so　far　as　this　articlc　is　conccrned，　I　will　revisit　in　the　first　chapter　the　works　ofJapanese
literature　which　contain　a　view　of“Mujo（impermanence）”and　which　are　weU　known　to　us
Japanese，　namely　those　of　Saigy6，　Ch6mei，　Kenk6，　and　Bash6．　A丘er　that，　I　will　try　to　find
Montaigne’s　view　of　impermanence．
　　In　the　Japanese　literature，　I　take　up　most　of　all　Priest　Kenk6（兼好法師）（1283－1350），
often　called　Yoshida　Kenk6（吉田兼好），because　both　Montaigne’s　E∬ays　and　Kenk6’s
Tsurezuregusa（徒然草Essays　in　ldlene∬according　to　Professor　Donald　Keene’s　translation）
have　the　similar　style　of　writing，　namely　the　style　of　essay．　The　contents　of　two　essays　are
also　to　some　extent　similar　so　far　as　the　impermanence　is　dealt　with．　As　for　Kenko，　the
f（）llowing　passage　seems　to　be　illuminating：
　　The　author’s　real　name　was　Yoshida－no　Kaneyoshi，　Kenk6　being　his　name　in
religion．　He　was　born　a　Shinto　pricstly　family　in　the　hereditary　service　of　the　Ybshida
shrine　in　Kyoto，　and　as　a　youthfhl　samurai　he　entered　the　service　of　Imperial　court．
There　he　enjoyed　the　special　favour　of　the　Emperor　Go－Uda，　and　bccame　highly
respected　as　a　poet．　On　the　death　of　the　Emperor，　he　was　overwhelmed　with　sorrow　at
life’s　uncertaint）r，　and　so　secluded　himself　from　the　world　to　lead　the　life　of　a　Buddhist
recluse．
　　Later，　when　Kyoto　had　become　the　scene　of　civil　strife，　he　travelled　as　a　solitary
among　distant　Inountains　to　escape　the　turmoil．　After　a　while　he　came　back　to　Kyoto
and　built　himself　a　hermitage　at　Narabigaoka，　where，　it　is　said，　whilc　leading　a　leisurely
life　in　the　enjoyment　of　nature，　hc　composed　his　great　work　Tsurezuregusa．
　　Born　a　Shintoist，　becoming　well　versed　in　poetry　and　in　close・touch　with
ConfUcianism　and　Taoism，　and　later　entering　the　rehgious　life　as　a　devout　believer　in
Buddhism，　Kenk6　H6shi　was　fortunate　in　bcing　blessed　with　widc　culture　and　with
scholarship　and　talent　as　well　as　a　profbund　knowledge　ofJapanese　Iiterature．　The
result　was，　as　this　work　clearly　shows，　to　produce　in　Kenk6　a　philosopher　in　whose
mind　such　contrasts　as　pessimism　and　optimism，　feeling　and　reason，　fantasy　and
realism，　could　find　a　harmonious　meeting　place．3）
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Chapter　1．“E∬ays　in　ldleness”The　Turexureg〃sa　ofKenk6
1．The　Great　Step
　　The　59th　fragment（hereafter　simply　59）ofKenkds　Essays　is　as　follows：
　　Aman　who　has　determined　to　take　a　Great　Step　should　leave　unresolved　all　plans
丘）rdisposing　ofurgent　or　worrisome　business・
　　Some　men　think，“1’ll　wait　a　bit　longer，　until　I　take　care　of　this　matter，”or“I　might　as
well　dispose　of　that　business　first，”or“People　will　surely　laugh　at　me　if　l　leave　such　and
such　as　it　stands．1’11　arrange　things　now　so　that　there　won’t　be　any　fUture　criticism，”or
“1’ve　managed　to　survive　all　these　years．1’11　wait　that　this　matter　is　cleared　up．　It　won’t
take　long．　I　mustn’t　be　hastジ’But　if　you　think　in　such　terms　the　day　fbr　taking　the
Great　Step　wiU　never　come，　fbr　you　will　keep　discovering　more　and　more　unavoidable
problems，　and　there　will　never　be　a　time　when　you　run　out　ofunfinished　business．
　　My　observation　of　people　leads　me　to　conclude，　generally　speaking，　that　even　people
with　some　degree　of　intelligence　are　likely　to　go　through　like　supposing　they　have
ample　time　befbre　them．　But　would　a　man　fleeing　because　a　fire　has　broken　out　in　his
neighborhood　say　to　the丘re，“Wait　a　moment，　please”？　To　save　his　life，　a　man　will　run
away，　indifferent　to　shame，　abandoning　his　possessions．　Is　a　man’s　life　any　more　likely　to
wait　for　himP　Death　attacks　faster　than丘re　or　water，　and　is　harder　to　escape．　Whcn　its
hour　comes，　can　you　refuse　to　give　up　your　aged　parents，　your　little　children，　your　duty
・・y・u・m・・t・・，y・u・affe・・i・n・f・…h…，beca・・e　th・y・・e　h・・d…b・nd・nP’）
　　The　words“The　Great　step”are　for　“Dai－ji大事”in　the　Japanese　original　sentence・In
the　ordinary　meaning“Dai－－ji”is“the　important（valuale）thing”，　or，“serious　hapPening
（affairs）．”In　188　we　can丘nd　another　similar　expression“lchi－dai－ji－一大事”side　by　side
with　“Dai－ji．”188　goes　as　follows：
　　Acertain　man，　deciding　to　make　his　son　a　priest，　said，“You　will　study　and　learn　the
principle　of　Cause　and　Effect，　and　you　will　then　preach　sermons　to　earn　a　livlihood．”
The　son，　doing　as　instructed，　learned　to　ride　a　horse　as　the　first　step　towards　becoming
a　preacher．　He　thought　that　when　people　wanted　him　to　conduct　a　service　they　would
probably　send　a　horse　for　hirn，　since　he　owned　neither　a　palaquin　nor　a　carriage，　and　it
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would　be　embarrassing　i£because　of　his　awkwardness　in　the　saddle，　hc　fe　ll丘om　the
horse．　Next，　thinking　that　if，　afモer　the　service，　he　were　offered　some　sake　and　had　no
special　graces　to　displa｝～the　donor　would　be　disappointed，　he　learned　to　sing　popular
songs．　When　he　was　at　last　able　to　pass　muster　in　these　two　arts，　he　felt　anxious　to
attain　real　proficiency．　He　devoted　himself　so　diligently　that　he　had　no　time　to　learn
preaching，　and　in　the　meantime　he　had　grown　old．
　　This　priest　was　not　the　only　one；the　story　is卯ical　ofpeople　in　general．　When　they
areアoung　they　are　concerned　about　the　prqjects　they　fbresee　lying　ahead　of　them　in　thc
distant　fhturc－establishing　themselves　in　different　professions　and　carrying　out　some
great　undertaking，　mastering　an　art，　acquiring　learning－but　they　think　ofthcir　lives　as
stretching　out　indefinitel｝㍉and　idly　allow　themselves　to　be　constantly　distracted　by
things　befbre　their　eyes．They　pass　months　and　days　in　this　rnanner，　succeeding　in　none
oftheir　plans，　and　so　they　grow　old．　In　the　end，　they　neither　become　proficient　in　their
profession，　nor　do　they　gain　the　emihence　they　anticipated．　However　they　regret　it，
they　cannot　roH　back　the　years，　but　decline　more　and　more　rapidl第hke　a　wheel　rolling
downhill．
　　In　view　ofthe　above，　we　must　carefUl1アcompare　in　our　minds　al1　the　different　things
in　life　wc　might　hope　to　make　our　principal　work，　and　decide　which　is　of　the　greatest
value；this　dccided，　we　should　renounce　our　other　interests　and　devote　ourselves　to　that
one　thing　only．　Many　pr（）jects　present　themselves　in　the　course　of　a　day　or　even　an
hour；we　must　perform　those　that　offer　even　slightly　greater　advantages，　renouncing　the
others　and　giving　ourselves　entirely　to　whatever　is　most　important．　If　we　remain
attached　to　them　a11，　and　are　reluctant　to　give　up　an｝～we　wi且not　accomplish　a　single
thing．
　　It　is　like　a　g・Player　who，　not　wasting　a　move，　gets　the　jump　on　his　oPPonent　by
sacrificing　a　smaH　advantage　to　achieve　a　great　one．　It　is　easy，　of　course，　to　sacrifice
three　stones　to　gain　ten．　The　hard　thing　is　to　sacrifice　ten　stones　in　order　to　gain　eleven．
Aman　should　be　ready　to　choose　the　course　which　is　superior　even　by　a　stone，　but
when　it　comcs　to　sacri行cing　ten，　he　feels　reluctant，　and　it　is　hard　to　make　an　exchangc
which　will　not　yield　many　additional　stones．　Ifwe　hesitate　to　give　up　what　we　have，　and
at　the　same　time　are　eager　to　grab　what　the　other　man　holds，　wc　shall　certainly　fail　to
get　his　pieces　and　lose　our　own．
　　Aman　living　in　the　capital　has　urgent　business　in　the　Eastcrn　HiHs，　and　has　already
reached　the　house　of　his　destination　when　it　occurs　to　him　that　if　he　goes　to　the
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Western　HiHs，　he　may　reap　greater　advantage；in　that　case，　he　should　turn　back　at　the
gate　and　proceed　to　the　Western　Hills．1£however，　he　thinks，“1’ve　come　all　this　way．　I
might　as　wen　take　care　of　my　business　here　first．　There　was　no　special　day　set　fbr　my
business　in　the　Western　Hins．1’11　go　there　some　other　time，　after　1　have　returned，”the
sloth　of　a　moment　will　turn　in　this　manner　into　the　sloth　of　an　entire　lifetime．　This　is
to　be　dreaded．
　　If　you　are　determined　to　carry　out　one　particular　thing，γou　must　not　be　upset　that
other　things魚ll　through．　Nor　should　you　be　embarrassed　by　other　people’s　laughter．　A
great　enterprise　is　likely　to　bc　achieved　except　at　the　sacri且cc　ofeverything　else・
　　Once，　at　a　large　gathering，　a　certain　man　said，“Some　people　say　masuho　no　susuki，
others　say　masoho　no　susuki．①The　holy　man　of「Watanabe　knows　the　secret　tradition
of　this　pronunciation．”The　priest　Tbren，②who　was　prcsent　at　the　gathering　and　heard
this　remark，　said（it　being　raining　at　the　time），“Has　anyone　a　raincoat　and　umbrella
he　can　lend　meP　I　intend　to　call　on　this　holy　man　ofWatanabe　and　find　out　about　the
susuki．”People　said，“Y）u　shouldn’t　gct　so　excited．　Wiait　till　the　rain　stops．”The　pricst
replied，“What　a　foolish　thing　to　say！Doγou　supposc　that　a血an’s　life　will　wait　for　the
rain　to　clearP　If　I　should　die　or　the　priest　passes　away　in　the　meantime，　could　I　inquire
about　it　thenP”So　saying，　he　hurricd　to　study　the　tradition．　This　struck　mc　as　a　most
unusual　and　valid　stor｝へ
　　It　is　written　in　the　Analects　＠　that“in　speed　there　is　success．”Just　as　Tbren　was
impatient　to　learn　about　the　susuki．，we　should　be　impatient　to　discover　the　sources　of
enlightcnment
　　①Susuki　is　a　variety　of　pampas　grass．　Masuho　no　susuld　has　been　identi丘ed　as
susuki　with　a　plume　about　a　fe　et　long；masoho　no　susuki　as　susuki　with　tangled
plumes；and　masuu　no　susuki　as　susuki　of　russet　tinge．　The　ability　to　make　such
distinctions　was　accounted　a　mastery　of　the　secrets　of　the　art　of　poetry；hence　Tbrcn’s
alacrity．
　　②Apoct　of　some　distinction，　but　no　biographical　data　is　known，
③Analects　XVII，6：“He　who　is　diligent　in　all　he　undertakes”（Waley）．Here　again，
Kenk6’s　interpretation　of　the　Chinese　text　is　at　variance　with　the　present　one．2）
　　The　translator　of　Kenk6’s　Essays，　Pro£Donald　Keene，　translates　these　words“Dai－ji”（大
事）and“lchi－dai－ji”（一大事）case　by　case　as“our　principal　work，”“whatever　is　the　most
important，”“one　particular　thing”and“a　great　enterprise．”Furthermore，“the　sources　of
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enlightenment”of　the　end　of　the　fragment　188　corresponds　to　the　Japanese　origina1“Ichi－
daiji　Innen（一大事因縁）．”“Innen”in　Japanese　means“cause　and　Effect・”we飾d　the
expression“Cause　and　Effect”in　the　first　sentence　of　this　fragment．　But　it　is　the　translation
of　the　Japanese　word“ln－ga（因果）・”Prof・Keene　translates“lchi－daiji　Innen”as“the
sources　of　enlightenment．”To　these　words，　I　would　hke　to　add“the　principle　of　Cause　and
Effect．”So　it　goes　in　my　opinion　as　follows：“the　principle　of　Cause　and　Effect　as　the
sources　of　enlightenment．”“Enlightenment”in　this　contcxt　means“spiritual　awakening，”in
Japanese“satori（悟り）．”
　　For　Kenk6，　Buddhist　priest，“lchi－daiji，”the　most　important（valuable，　precious）thing　is
to　enlighte，n　the　people　on　the　principle　of　Cause　and　Effect（“Innen”）．　To　realizc“Muj6，”
“impermanence”in　English，　seems　to　be　the　first　step　to　enlightenment，　namely　spiritual
awakening．　ln　the　fragment　59，　Prof．　Keene　translates“Dai－ji”as“The　Great　Step．”Is　Dai－
ji　not　th6　final　end，　but　still　the　step　to　anything？
2．The　fina1　end，　dhe　next　world？
　　It　was　in　the　6「h　century　AD　that　Buddhism　reached　Japan　by　way　of　the　land　Kudara　of
the　Korean　Peninsula．　since　then，　Buddhism　was　differentiated　in　Japan　into　various
teachings　and　sects　throughout　the　whole　Japanese　history・In　the　period　in　which　Kenk6
（1283－1350）1ived，　J6do－ky6（浄土教J6do　sect）had　thc　influence　on　many　people・　lt　was
originated　in　China　in　the　later　years　of　the　Tang　Dynasty．　H6nen（1133－1212），who　was
ofモen　called　H6nen　Sh6nin（法然上人），the　High　Priest　H6nen，　was　the　fbunder　of　the
J6do　sect　in　Japan．　This　sect　believes　that　bccause　Amida　Buddha（Amitabha）who
reached　after　his　death　the　Pure　Land（J6do，　Sukhavati　in　Sanscrit）intends　to　save　people
on　earth，　salvation　is　to　be　obtained　by　calling　the　name　of　Amida（念仏Nembutsu，　i．e．
repetition　of　thc　sacred　name　of　Amitabha）．39　and　98　are　fragments　dealing　with　H6nen
and　the　J6do　sect．
　　　　　　The　first　half　of　39　and　98　are　as　follows：
　　39：Acertain　man　once　asked　the　High　Priest　H6nen，“Sometimes　as　1　am　saying　the
nembutsu　I　am　seized　by　drawsiness　and　I　neglect　my　devotions．　How　can　1　overcome
this　bstacle～”H6nen　replied，“Say　the　nembutsu　as　long　as　you　are　awake．”This　was　a
　　　　．　　．．　　　　　　　1）most　msp1「1ng　answc「・
98：These　are　the　things　I　found　most　to　my　taste　when　I　read　the　book　called
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Ichigon　H6dan，①．which　records　the　sayings　of　the　great　priests：
　　1．when　in　doubt　whether　or　not　to　do　something，　generally　it　is　best　not　to　do　it．
　　2．Aman　concerned　about　the　future　life　should　not　own　even　a　miso①pot．
Owning　valuables，　even　if　they　happen　to　bc　personal　copies　of　sutras　or　images　of
guardian　Buddha，　is　harmfU1　to　salvation．
　　3．The　hermit’s　way　oflife　is　best；he　feels　no　want　even　if　he　has　nothing．
　　4．It　is　good　for　the　man　of　high　rank　to　act　like　a　humble　person，　for　a　scholar　to
act　like　a　pauper，　and　for　the　talented　man　to　act　awkWardly．
　　5．There　is　only　one　way　to　seek　Buddhist　enlightenment（：”butsud6　o　negau”仏道
を願う）：you　must　lead　a　quiet　life　and　pay　no　heed　to　worldly　matters．　This　is　the
essential．
Thcre　were　other　things，but　1　don’t　remembcr　them．
①A　collection　ofBuddhist　sayings　relating　to　the　J6do　sect．　The　complier　and　date　are
unknown．
②Miso　is　a　paste　made　ofbeans，　commonly　used　in　Japanese　quisine．2＞
　　By　the　way，①to　set　the　mind　on　enlightenment，②to　get　happiness　in　the　future　life，③
to　escape　from　the　cycle　of　birth　and　death，　how　did　Kenk6　relate　these　three　items　each
other？Talking　of　enlightenment，　is“the　principle　of　Cause　and　Effect”the　sources　of
enlightenment～Are　they　the　same　things　for　Kenk6？　ln　any　way，　we　can　not　expect　him　to
give　us　any　systematic　explanations　in　his　essays．
　　For　the　time　being，　the　second　half　of　39　is　not　yet　shown．　But，　as　we　will　see，　it　should
not　be　overlooked．
3．Doubts
　　　The　rest　of39　is　as　follows：
Again，　he　said，“lf　you　are　certain　you　will　go　to　heavcn，　you　certainly　will；if　you　are
uncertain，　it　is　uncertain．”This　too　was　a　sage　remark．　Again，　he　said，“Even　if　you　have
doubts，　you　will　go　to　heaven　provided　you　say　the　nembutsu．”This　too　was　a　holy
　　　　　　　　1＞utterance．
　　Prof．　Keene’s　translation　shown　above：“lf　you　are　certain，”or，“lf　you　are　uncertain，”may
possibly　be　changed　as　f‘）110ws：“lf　you　think　it　certain　that　you　will　go　to　heaven，”or，“If
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y・・thi・k　it　unce・t・i・wh・th・・y・u　win　g・t・heav・n・・n・t，”beca・・e　i・K・nk6’…igi・・1
text，　hc　says　in　Japanese：“omoeba（思へば）（if　you　think）”．　In　fact，　thinking　is　one　thing，
and　believing　is　another．　Thinking　is　always　accompanied　by　doubting．　According　to
Kenk6’s　quotation　of　39，　H6ncn　seems　to　teach　that　we　should　do　nothing　but　saying
“nembutsu”and　believing　in　being　able　to　go　to　heaven．
　　Be　that　as　it　may，　doubting　is　also　for　Gotama　Buddha　the　starting　point　of　his　teaching．
As　I　have　already　shδwn　in　my　English　article“Early　Buddhism　and　Pyrrhonism　as　Human
Wisdom，”in　ancicnt　India，　Safijaya　Belatthiputta，　sceptic　thinkcr，　answered　the姐owing
丘）ur　qucstions　using　the　fbrmula　of　quadrilemma，　typical　lndian　mode　of　argumcnt　at　that
time．　The　fbur　questions　are：the　f（）llowing　four　things　are　or　are　not：①anext　world，②
beings　who　survive（death），③a　result　and　consequence　of　good　and　evil　actions　＠　the
Perfect　One（One　who　gets　enlightenmcnt）exists　after　death　or　not．
　　To　each　question　Safijaya　suspended　his　judgment　using　the　fbrmula　of　quadrilemma・G・
Buddha　had　always　been　forced　to　answer　the　so－called　four　metaphysica1　questions：①the
world　is　eterna1（in　time），②the　world　is　an　cnding　thing（in　space），③the　life－principle
and　body　are　thc　same，④Perfect　One　is（exists）after　dying．
　　G。Buddha，　too，　suspended　his　judgmcnt（epoche　in　Greek）using　the　formula　of
quadrilemma　for　fear　of　falling　into　dogma．
　　G．Buddha　had　also　been　obsessed　by　another　question：the　existence　of　the　atman．“Thc
atman　was　inherent　in　all　things，　controlling　them　from　within；it　possessed　eternal　nature
and　its　substance　was　the　same　as　that　of　the　absolute　Brahman．”2）The　anatman　is　thc
negative　form　of　the　atman．　The　question　is　whether　the　five　aggregates（shapes，　sense
impressions，　concepts，　will，　consciousness）are　the　self（atman）or　not．　The　Buddha　shows
the　answer　as　fbllows：none　of　these　five　are　the　self　and　the　self　is　finally　nothing　but　the
temporary（impermanent）combinations　ofthe　five，　and　does　not　exist　in　reality．　Preaching
・h。・・n丘ve　aggreg・…，B・ddh・・h・w・al・・“ifr・p・・m・n・nce”・nd“・・atm・n・”Th・・e㈱・・e
usually　put　side　by　side，　and　are　the　fundamental　points　of　the　first　one　of“the　Eightf（）ld
Noble　Pass，”which　are　as　fbllows：the　practice　of　correct　understanding，　view　or　faith，
correct　thinking，　correct　speech，　correct　action　or　conduct，　correct　livlihood・correct　ef壬brt　or
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　3＞endeavor，　correct　attentiveness　or　momery　and　correct　concentration・
　　The　Buddha’s　cnlightenment　is　dependent　co－origination（the　principle　of　Cause　and
Effect）．He　explains　that　the　reality　beginning　with　birth　and　ending　in　dcath　is　more
fundamental　to　thc　Brahma－faring　than　those　metaphysical　views，　showing　his　basic
standpoint‘‘垂窒≠狽奄狽凾＝|samutpada　（dependent　co－origination）”and　so－called‘‘catur－arya一
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satya（the　Four　Noble　Truths），”that　is　to　say：1）“existence　entails　suffering，”aclear
recognition　of　the　nature　of　human　life；2）“the　cause　of　suffering　is　craving，”3）“craving
can　be　destroyed”；and　4）“the　practice　of　thc　Eightfold　Noble　Paths　is　thc　means　for
d・・t・・yi・g　thi・ca・・e．”4）
4．　lmpermanence　in　literature
　　We　have　just　learned　the　impermanence　in　G・Buddha・Fragments　49　and　740f　Kenk6’s
Essays　show　us　his　concept　ofthc“lmpermanence，”These　fragments　are　as　follows：
　　49：Y）u　must　not　wait　until　you　are　old　before　you　begin　practicing　the　Way．　Most　of
the　gravestones　f士om　the　past　belong　to　men　who　died　young．
　　Aman　sometimes　learns　fbr　the　first　time　how　mistaken　his　way　of　lifヒhas　becn
only　when　he　unexpectedly　f会ns　ill　and　is　about　to　depart　this　world．　His　mistake　lay　in
doing　slowlY　what　should　have　been　done　quick1｝～and　in　hastening　to　do　what　might
best　have　been　delayed．①1｛e　regrets　these　actions　committed　in　the　past，　but　what
good　can　it　do，　even　if　he　fヒels　regret，　at　that　stageP
　　Aman　should　bear　firmly　in　mind　that　death　is　always　threatcning，　and　never　fbr　an
instant　fbrget　it．　If　he　does　this，　why　should　the　impurities　bred　in　him　by　this　world
not　grow　lighter，　and　his　heart　not　develop　an　earnest　resolve　to　cultivate　the　Waγof
the　BuddhaP
　　The　story　is　told　in　Zenrin’s　Ten　Courses　of　Salvation（D　of　a　holy　man　of　long　ago
who，　when　someone　came㌻o　discuss　important　business　concerning　them　both，
answered，‘An　extremely　urgent　matter　has　come　up，　and　it　must　be　settled　by　morning，
if　not　tonight，”So　saying，　he　covered　his　ears，　recited　the　nembutsu，　and　presently
achieved　Buddhahood．
　　A　holy　man　named　Shinkai　＠　was　so　aware　of　the　impermanence　of　the　world　that
he　nevef　even　sat　down　and　relaxed，　but　always　remained　crouching．
①This　means　he　was　slow　to　perfbrm　Buddhist　duties　but　quick　to　indulge　in
worldly　activities．
②zenrin　is　short　fbr　zenri可i，　a　J6do　temple　in　Kyoto　north　of　Nanze切i・lt　re色rs
here　to　a　monk　of　that　temple　named　Y6gan（1032－1111），known　f議miliarly　as　Zenrin
Ybgan．　His　work　oj6Jnnin，　mentioned　here，　was　widely　rcad・
③An　adopted　son　ofTaira　no　Munemori　who，　a丘er　the　de色at　of　his　clan，　took
・e血9・・nM・unt　K6y・，・he　cen・er・fShi・g・n　B・ddhi・m．1）
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　　74：They　flock　together　like　ants，　hurry　east　and　west，　run　north　and　south．　Some　are
mighty，　some　humble．　Some　arc　aged，　some　young．　They　have　places　to　go，　houses　to
return　to．　At　night　they　sleep，　in　the　morning　get　up．　But　what　does　all　this　activity
meanP　There　is　no　ending　to　their　greed　for　long　life，　their　grasping飴r　pro丘t．　What
cxpectations　h塾ve　they　that　they　take　such　good．c響re　of　themselマesP　AII　that　awaits
them　in　the　end　is　old　age　and　death，　whose　coming　is　swift　and　does　not魚1ter　fbr　one
in＄tant．　What　joy　can　there　be　whilc　waiting飴r　this　endP　The　man　who　is　dcluded　by
魚me　and　profit　does　not　fヒar　thc　approach　of　old　age　and　death　becausc　he　is　so
intoxicated　by　worldly　cravings　that　he　never　stops　to　consider　how　near　he　is　to　his
destination．　The　fbolish　man，　fbr　his　part，　grieves　because　he　desires　everlasting　life　and
i・ig・・ran・・fth・1・w・f・niversa1・h・直9・．2）
　　The　final　end　of　Muj6（impermanence）is　nothing　but　death．　We　are　always　being
threatened　by　death．　We　should　never　forget　it，　and　we　desirc　to　the　contrary　the　everlasting
life．　We　can　now　recognize　that　Kenk60pposed　the　everlasting　life　to　death　and　that　hc
tried　to　let　us　notice　our　being　morta1．
　　The　Ta／eゲ飾惚showed　the　impermanence　of　all’things　as　truth（Kotowari　in
Japanese）．This　view　of　Muj6　seems　to　have　influenccd　not　only　literary　world，　but　also
Japanese　view　oflife　until　today．　Kenk6　acceptcd　this“truth”and　lived　like　a　hermit　not　in　a
far　away　mountain，　but　in　Ky6to，　which　was　in　the　midst　of　the　great　turmoil　of　the
changing　Period・
　　Talking　of　the“truth，”GBuddha　showed　the“truth”（to　say　more　precisely　the　Four
Truths）on　the　standpoint　of　the　so－called　Cause　and　Effect　principle　as　was　mcntioned
above．　ln　classical　Japanese　literature，　as　fbr　a　view　of　Muj6，　the　beginning　Part　of　the砺薦
（方丈記），．The　Ten　Square　Hut　of　Kamo－no－Ch6mei（鴨長明1153－1216）seems　to　be
better一㎞own　than　Kenk6’s　Essays．　Hbj6ki　begins．as．follows：
　　Ccaselessly　the　river　flows，　and　yet　the　water　is　never　the　same，　while　in　the　still
pools　the　shi伍ng　foam　gathers　and　is　gone，　never　staying　fbr　a　moment．　Even　so　is
man　and　his　habitation．3）
　　Kamo－no－Chδmei　seems　to　find　the　truth　in　thc　very　fact　that　the　river　flows，　and　the
water　is　never　the　same．　A　Greek　Philosopher　who　has　the　similar　view　is　Heraclitus
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（540？－470？B．C．）．He　says　that　one　can　not　cnter　the　same　river　twice，　as　Aristotle’s
ハ48吻々ッsics　shows　us．　Furthermore，　another　source　tells　as　Hcraclitus’opihion　that　the　river
itself　is　the　same．　Aristotle　says　inハ4etap々アsics：：
＿＿For　it　was丘om　this　supposition　that　there　blossomed　fbrth　the　most　extreme　vicw
of　those　which　we　have　mentioned，　that　of　the　professed　fbllowers　of　Heraclitus，　and
such　as　Cratylus　held，　who　cnded　by　thinking　that　one　need　not　say　anything，　and　only
moved　his　finger；and　who　criticized　Heraclitus　fbr　saying　that　one　cannot　enter　the
same　river　twice，　fbr　he　himself　held　that　it　cannot　be　done　even　once．4）
Aristotle　also　saアs　inルfetap々卿‘∫：：
　　In　hisソouth　Plato丘rst　became　acquainted　with　Cratylus　and　the　Hcraclitean
doctrines－that　the　whole　sensible　world　is　always　in　a　state　of　flux，　and　that　there　is
no　scientific　knowledge　of　it－and　in　afモer　years　he　stiH　held　these　opinions．　And　when
Socrates，　disregarding　the　physical　universe　and　confining　his　study　to　moral　questions，
sought　in　this　sphere　fbr　the　universal　and　was　the　first　to　concentrate　upon　definition，
Plato　fbnowed　him　and　assumed　that　the　problem　of　definition　is　concerned　not　with
any　sensible　thing　but　with　entities　of　another　kind；fbr　the　reason　that　there　can　be　no
genera1　definition　ofsensible　things　which　are　always　changing．　These　entities　he　called
“ldeas，”and　he正d　that　all　sensiblc　things　are　named　a丘er　thcm　and　in　virtue　of　their
relation　to　them；fbr　the　plurality　of　things　which　bear　the　same　name　as　Forms　exist
bγP…i・ip・ti・n　i・th・m．5）
　　Heraclitus　says　that　no　Inan　can　ever　step　twice　into　the　same　river，　but　the　river　itself　is
the　same，　or，　according　to　Diels－Kranz，　the　river　is　the　same，　but　fbr　thosc　who　enter　into　it
different　waters　fiow　one　after　another．6）According　to　W．　K．　C．　Guthrie，　Seneca　comments：
‘‘`s　Heraclitus　says，　into　the　same　river　we　stcp　and　do　not　step　twicc；fbr　the　name　of　the
river　remains　the　same，　but　the　water　has　flowed　past．”7）
　　Again，　Kamo－no－Ch6mei　finds　the　truth　in　the　very　fact　that　the　river　flows．　Heraclitus，
on　the　contrary，　says　that　it　is　difficult　to　find　the　universal　and　general　scientific　knowledge
in　changing　things．　Considcring　this　suggestion　of　Heraclitus，　Plato　produced　his“idca”－
theory．　We　may　assume　that　Heraclitus　contributed　to　Plato’s　philosophy　of　idea　indirectly．
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　　Matsuo　Bash6（松尾芭蕉1644－1694）f‘）und“Mujo”in　his　traveling，　he　himself
admiring　and　learning　from　Saigy6（西行1118－1190），traveling　poet．　Bash6’s　The　Narrow
Road　to　the　Deep－North（奥の糸田道）begins　as　follows：
　　Days　and　months　are　traveners　of　eternity．　So　arc　the　years　that　pass　b）c　Those　who
steer　a　boat　across　the　sea，　or　drive　a　horse　over　thc　earth　till　they　succumb　to　the
weight　of　years，　spend　every　minute　of　their　lives　trave崖ng．　There　are　a　great　number
of　ancients，　too，　who　died　on　the　road．　I　myself　have　been　tempted　fbr　a　long　time　by
・he　cl・ud－m・vi・g　wi・d一丘H・d　with・・t・・ng　d・・i・e　t・w・nd・r．8）
　　Bash6　traveled　crcating　Haiku，　Haikai　Poetry，　with　17　Japanesc　letters，　while　Saigy6
traveled　creating　versed　waka　Poetry　with　31　Japanese　letters・
　　As　is　we11一㎞own，　the丘rst　passage　of　The　1＞brrow　Road　to　the　Deep　IVorth　is　derived　in
part　from　Li　Po（李白　701？－762），Chinese　poet　in　the　period　ofTang　Dynasry．　One　of　Li
Po’s　verse　is　entitled：‘‘Preface　to　a　banquet　at　the　peach　and　damson　garden　in　a　spring
night”．　It　goes　in　my　English　translation　as　follows：
　　“Heaven　and　Earth　are　like　hotels　which　accept　and　send　off　all　the　things．　Days，　months，
and　time　are　eternal　travelers　who　visit　and　leave　these　hotels．　Life　is　like　a　dream．　Why　not
enjoy　this　spring　nightP”
　　Li　Po，　enjoying　his　life　in　drinking，　created　a　great　number　of　poetry．　In　this　verse　above
we　can　also　recognize　his　optimistic　character．　Using　the　similar　phrases，　two　poets，　Bash6
and　Li　Po，　show　quite　different　two　views　of　the　world．　In　the　first　paragraph　quoted　above，
Bash6　alludes　to　his　death　on　the　road．　The　end　of　traveling　is　death．　His　last　Haiku　is，．
though　it　is　not　included　in　IVarrow　Road．．．，　as　follows：Stricken　by　sickness　on　the　way　of
journey，　my　dreams　run　wandering　round　the　withered　fields．
　　In　Li　Pao’s　versc　quoted　above，　Bash6　recognized　the　impcrmanence　of　traveling．　About
after　250　years，　Yukawa　Hideki（湯川秀樹1907－1981），Japanese　physisist，　got　the　idea　of
meson　thcory　by　which　he　won　the　Nobel　Prize　later　in　1949，　from　the　same　passage　of　Li
Po’s　verse　from　which　Bash6　was　suggested　on　impermanencc．　Later　we　will　have　the
opportunity　to　discuss　the　relationship　betwecn　this　passage　of　Li　Po　and　Yukawa’s　meson
theory・
　　In　connection　with　the　concept　of　impermance（“Muj6”），we　find　another　fragment　7　in
Kenk6’s　Essays．　lt　is　as　follows：
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　　If　man　were　ncver　to魚de　away　like　the　dews　of　Adasino①，　nevcr　to　vanish　like　the
smokc　over　Tbribeyama②，　but　lingered　on　forever　in　the　world，　how　things　would　lose
their　power　to　move　us！③．　The　most　precious　thing　in　life　is　its　uncertainty．
Considering　living　creatures－none　lives　so　long　as　man・The　May且y　waits　not　f（）r　the
evening，出e　summer　cicada　knows　neither　spring　nor　autumn．　What　a　wonder飼1y
unhurried　feeling　it　is　to　live　even　a　single　year　in　perfect　serenity・If　that　is　not　enough
丘）ryou，　you　might　live　a　thousand　years　and　sti11　feel　it　was　like　a　single　night’s　dream．
We　cannot　live　forever　in　this　world；why　should　we　wait　for　ugliness　to　overtake　usP
The　longer　man　livcs，　the　more　shame　he　endures，　Tb　die，　at　the　latest，　befbre　one
reaches　fbrt｝～is　the　least　unattractive．　Once　a　man　passes　that　age，　hc　desires（with　no
sense　of　shame　over　his　appearance）to　mingle　in　the　company　of　othcrs．　In　his　sunset
years　he　dotes　fbr　his　grandchildren，　and　prays　fbr　long　life　so　that　he　may　see　them
prosper．　His　preoccupation　with　worldly　desires　grows　ever　deeper，　and　gradually　he
loses　all　sensitivity　to　the　beauty　of　things，　a　lamentable　state　of　affairs．
　　①Adashino　was　the　name　of　a　graveyard，　apparently　northwest　of　Kyoto．　The　word
adashi（impermanent），contained　in　the　place　name，　accounted　fbr　the丘eqent　use　of
Adashino　in　poetry　as　a　symbol　of　impermanence．　The　dew　is　also　o丘en　used　with　that
meanlng・
　　②Toribeyama　is　still　the　chief　graveyard　of　Kyoto．　Mention　of　smoke　suggests　that
bodies　were　cremated　there．
　　③The　we11－known　expression　mono　no　aware　is　here　translated　as“the　power　of
things　to　move　us．”It　has　also　been　translated　as“the　pity　of　things，”amore　litera1
　　　　．　　9）
meanlng・
　　“Uncertainty”of　thc　first　passage　is　for“Sadame　naki（定めなき）”in　the　original　text．
Considering　the　context　of　fragment　7，“Sadame　naki”obviously　means‘‘Muj6”，　that　is　to
say，　impermanence．　Certainty（“ichij6”一定）or　uncertainty（“f両6”不定）is　often　used，　as
we　saw　it　in　the　second　half　of　39，　in　relation　to　faith　or　knowledge．　And　so　here　in　this
passage，“uncertaintジcan　be　changed　into“impermanencc．”Certainty　or　uncertainty　will
play　an　important　role　in　my　next　chapter・
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Chapter　2．　Motaigne’s　Essays
1・Pyrrho　and　a　Pig
　　Montaigne（1533－1592）inquired　the　problem“death”throughout　his　life．　Did
Montaigne　refer　to　the　problem“Impermanence”in　connection　with　death　as　weHP　Within
his　enormously　voluminous　Essaアs，　we　can丘nd　an　important　turning　point．　His　way　of
thinking　changed　completely　after　this　turning　’垂盾奄獅煤D Without　taldng　into　consideration
this　change　ofhis，　it　would　be　difficult　to　understand　him　sufficiently，　This　is　also　true　about
the　question　above，1　will　pick　up　tWo　different　comments　on　the　same　episode．The　episode
stems　f｝om　the　chapter　of“Pyrrho”of．乙ives（OfEminent　P，ろilosophers　written　by　Diogenes
Laertius．The　episode　goes　as　fbllows：
Posidonius，　too，　relates　of　him（Pyrrho）a　story　of　this　sort．　When　his　fellow－
passengers　on　board　a　ship　were　all　unnerved　by　a　storm，　he　kept　calm　and　confident，
pointing　to　a　little　pig　in　the　ship　that　went　on　eating，　and　telhng　thcm　that　such　was
・h・・np・・tu・b・d・t…i・whi・h・h・wi・e…・h・uld　kcep　him・elf・1）
．At丘rst，　in　Vblume　I，　Chapter　14（herea丘er　I－14）of　Montaigne’s　Essays，　Montaigne　said
apProximately　as　follows：
　　Dare　we　say　about　that　this　advantage　of　reason，　owing　to　which　we　are　masters　and
emperors　of　the　rest　of　crcatures，　is　given　to　us　ohly　for　suffering？　1．f　the　knowledge　of　things
interrupts　our　rcst　and　tranquility，　and　we　are　in　a　condition　inferior　to　the　pig　of　Pyrrho，　for
what　is　our　knowledge～
　　In　the　ycars　1572－1573　Montaigne　began　writing　his　essays　as　a　Stoic　philosopher．　In　his
early　time，　he　had　bcen　influcnced　by　Stoics，　especially　by　Etienne　de　la　Bo6ti，　who　was　a
famous　Stoic　and　who　died　of　an　infectious　disease　in　1563，　which　had　deprived　many
people　of　their　lives．　In　addition　to　the　disease　there　had　been　in　France　the　civil　war
between　the　Protestants（Huguenots）and　Catholics．　It　is　wen－known　that　the　Massaとre　of
St．　Batholomcw’s　Night　happened　in　1572．　And　Montaigne　lost　50fhis　6　children．　He　had
becn　surrounded　by　many　kinds　ofdeath．
　　In　his　early　timc，　as　a　Stoic，　he　had　tried　to　overcome　the　fear　of　death　relying　on　reason．
In　I－20　he　narrates　his　philosophy　of　death．　He　tried　to　be　accustomed　to　dying　and　tried　to
approach　death．　As　he　narrates　in　II－6，　he　happened　to　experience　death　by　falling　down
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丘om　the　horseback．　He　wandered　fbr　a　few　hours　in　a　dark　conciousness，　and　was　revived
from　the　deapth　of　consciousness，　discovering　his　self　again．　When　he　recovered　his　self，　he
seemed　to　put　off　the　Stoic　coat．
　　Montaigne　was　always　being　harassed　by　renal　stone．　He　seemed　to丘nd　it　di冊cult　fbr
him　to　endure　the　pain，　let　alone　to　overcome　the　pain　relying　on　reason．　Thus　he　seemed　to
reahze　the　wcakness　ofreason．
　　In　II－12，　about　the　episode　ofPyrrho　and　pig　he　said　approximately　as　follows：
　　Ignorance　perceives　feeling　of　death，　pain，　grief　and　other　inconveniences　far　less　than
learning　and　knowledge．We　think　that　wc　are　superior　to　animals，　We　must　tread　down　this
fbolish　vanity　under　fbot
　　In　this　way，　Montaigne　changed　his　attitude　towards　Pyrrho’s　pig　and　he　praised　the
tranquil　minded　pig　in　II－12．　He　emphasized　in　II－12　the　power正essness　of　human　beings
and　criticized　the　false　conccption　and　self：conceit　that　human　beings　were　superior　to　the
rest　ofcreature．
　　According　to　II－12，　the　fear　of　death　also　derives　from　that　kind　of　human　self：conceit．
Generation　and　extinction　happen　everywherc．　There　is　no　special　death．
Where　does　the　difference　between　these　two　comments，　in　I－14　and　II－12，　come　from～
The　latter　of　these　two　he　seemed　to　writc　in　about　1578．　What　happened　to　him　between
1572～73and　1578？
2．　Epech6　Medal
　　In　1576，　Montaigne　had　a　medal　struck．　ln　an　introduction　to　the　translation　into　English
ofMontaigne’s　Essays，　L．　C．　Harmer　explains　it　as制ows：
Just　as　Montaigne’s　methods　of　composition　changed，　so　also　did　his　attitude
towards　life．　When　he　began　to　Write　he　appears　to　have　been，　probably　because　of　his
f（）ndness　fbr　Seneca，　an　enthusiastic　admirer　of　the　Stoics．　Later，　however，　having
acquainted　himself　with　all　the　systems　of　philosophy　that　existed　among　the　ancients，
he　decided　that　the　Pyrrhonians，　who　professed　the　doctrine　that　certainty　of
knowledge　is　unattainable，　were‘the　wisest　party　of　Philosophers’（‘That　our　Desires
are　encreased　by　Difficulty’）．He　took　as　a　motto　the　words‘Que　sgais－je？’and　had　a
medal　struck，　with，　on　one　side，　his　armorial　bearings　and，　on　the　other，　a　pair　of　scales
in　perfect　balance，　having　underneath　them　the　Greek　wordεπξXω，‘I　abstain’，　and
the丘gures’42－1576’，　the　latter　indicating　that，　at　the　time，　Montaigne’s　age　was　forty一
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two　and，　therefore，　that　the　medal　was　struck　between　Ist　January　and　24th　February　in
the　year　1576．
　　It　seems　highly　probable　that　it　was　about　this　time　that　he　wrote　a　considerable　part
of　Book　II，　chapter　12，‘An　Apology　of　Raymond　Sebond’，　which　is　the　longest　essay　of
the　entire　work　and　one　that　both　Pascal　and　the　French　freethinkers　of　the　first　half　of
the　seventeenth　century　regarded　as　being　a　compendium　of　his　philosophic　and
religious　thought．1）
　　In　about　1575，　Montaigne　seemed　to　meet　with　the　book　Outline∫　ofPyrrhonism　of　Sextus
Empiicus，　which　was　translated　from　Greek　into　Latin　and　published　bアHenri　Etienne，
and　Montaignc　had　a　medal　struck．　The　medal　symbohzed　nothing　but　his　dctermination　to
live　as　a　Pyrrhonian，　no　more　as　a　Stoic．
　　In　IH20f　his　essays，　the　longest　chapter　of　the　book，　Montaigne　tried　to　interpret，
paraphrase　and　comment　on　Outlines（7f　Pyrrrhon　is〃2．　At　the　end　of　II－12，　he　referred　to
“impermanence”in　his　own　way．　We　can　see　that　the　passage　referring　to“iInpermanence”
is　written　as　the　conclusion　of　II－12．　And　Outline∫（if　Pyrrhon　is〃z　contains　the　thought　of
Pyrro’s　disciples．　In　recent　English　article　published　in　2003，　I　tried　to　demohstrate　how
Sa司aya，　ancient　Indian　sceptic　and　teacher　of　G．　Buddha’s　two　important　disciples，　G．
Buddha　himsclf　and　Pyrrho　argued　using　the　fbrmula　of　quadrilemma，　which　was　Indian
way　of　argument　at　that　time．　Pyrrho　seemed　to　have　joined　Alexander’s　expedition　to　the
East　including　India　and　to　have　kept　company　with　somc　Indian　philosophcrs．　The　most
prominent　of　these　Indian　philosophers　was　calanus，　who　was　in　all　likelihood　a　Jain
teacher．2）
3．Sextus　Empiricus　and　Montaigne
　　About　500　years　after　Pyrrho，　Scxtus　Empiricus，　who　conveycd　Pyrrho’s　idea　to　the
intellectual　world　of　Hellenism，　was　confronted　with　the　dogmatists．　At　the　top　of　thesc
dogmatist　was　situated　Aristotle．　Sextus　Empiricus　seemed　to　have　lived　in　Alexandria　at
the　mouth　of　Nile．
　　Now　let　me　quote　from　my　own　article　mentioned　above　the　following　passages：
　　Alexandria　built　by　Alexander　the　Great　at　the　mouth　of　Nile　had　kept　its　hegemony
by　the　Greeks　for　about　1000　years　until　it　was　put　under　the　Arabic．　In　its　pcak　agc　it
had　one　million　population，　and　it　was　an　international　city　in　the　true　sense　of　words，
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1）very　exceptional　in　antiquity・・一・。
　　In　the　second　century　B．C．　Alexandria　experienced　the　second　golden　age，　in　which
Galen　aS　well　as　Aristotle　had　been　authority　in　the　world　of　learning　fbr　over　2000
years．　Ptolemy　was　well－known　as　the　author　of‘‘Almagest”under　the　geocentric
system，　which　has　been　tumbled　by　Copernicus．　In　that　period　the　author　of“Outlines
of　Pyrrhonism”，　Sextus　Empiricus，　was　alive．　He　was　the　contemporary　of　Galen　and
Ptolem｝㌃Sextus　seemed　to　be　a　medical　doctor，　whose　medicine　was　introduced　by
Galen　in　his　book．2）At　that　time　Sextus　was　not　so　well－known　as　Galen　or　Ptolem｝L
Sextus　wrote　some　books，　but　these　books　as　well　as“Outlines　of　Pyrrhonism”seemed
to　have　been　as　it　were“the　Sleeping　Beauty”in　the　Arabic　woods　or　somewhere　in
Europe　fbr　over　1400　years　until　Henri　Etienne，　a　French　publisher，　fbund　the　Greek
text　in　Italy　and　published　it，　translating　into　Latin　in　1562，
　　One　of　the　persons　who　could　understand　the　signi丘cance　of“Outlines　of
Pyrrhonism”translated　into　Latin　was　Montaigne．　He　digested　the　important　points　of
the　book　well　and　transmitted　thern　to　the　modern　world．　It　is　not　too　much　to　say　that
without　Sextus’s　this　book，　the　modern　world　would　be　another　one＿＿
　　Aristotle　wrote　his　books，　and　built　the　metaphysics　of　theological　world　view，
carrying　out　manifbld　experiments　and　observing　phenomena　carefully．　Indeed，
Aristotle　had　a　high　regard　for　empiricism，　but　not　leaving　the　phenomena
unexplained，　he　tried　to　explain　them　definitivel｝～and　often　fell　into　dogmatism．
Aristotie’s　range　of　learning　was　so　wide　that　there　seemed　to　be　no　o句ects　that　he　did
not　treat，　as　is　often　said．　He　built　such　a　magnificient　palace　of　learning　that　anyone
befbre　him　had　never　did．The　first　man　to　notice　the　problem　that　this　palace　had　rnay
well　be　Sextus　Empiricus＿＿
　　In　this　way，　Sextus　opposes“essence（logos）”to‘‘appearance（phainomenon）．”He
saアs　we　can　explain　the　apPearance　given　to　our　senses，　but　we　can　not　say　anything
about　its　essence　itself　We　can　nothing　but　suspend　the　judgment（epoche）．Because
someone　says　something　about　the　appearance，　and　other　says　the　other　thing　about
the　same　appearance．　Someone　says　A　about　appearance　X．　The　other　says　Non－A（or
B）about　the　same　appearance．　These　A　and　Non－A（or　B）have“equipollence”or
“equalitジ（isostheneia）．And　so，　what　is　fUndamental　fbr　Sextus　is　as飼10ws：1）the
oPPosition　of　essence　and　apPearance，2）suspention　ofjudgment　to　essence・3）thc
affirmative　judgment　and　the　negative　judgment（or　another）are　equal　and
compatible，4）to　attain　to　a　state　of　quietude（ataraxia）＿＿
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　　Now，　Sextus　argues　thc　reason　why　one　judgment　and　another　one　are　equa1，　and　we
must　suspend　the　judment＿＿
　　In　the　first　mode　of　argument　he　shows　how　there　are　different　kinds　of　anima1
（including　human　being），　and　how　the　perceptive　impressions　are　different　one
another　owing　to　the　difference　in　animals．　Fσr　Sextus，　each　perception　of　different
kinds　of　animal　has　equal　qualification；that　is　to　sa｝～fbr　him　the　differe’nce　of　animals
does　not　mcan　any　rank　He　simply　puts　these　dissimilar　and　variant　modes　of　birth
（born　as　eggs　hke　birds；as　lumps．of　flesh　like　bears　and　alive　like　human　beings）side
by　side，　and　he　never　makes　hierarchアas　Aristotle．　Sextus　does　not　think　which
perception　is　supcrior　to　which．　Of　course　fbr　him　human　beings　are　not　specially
quali且ed　living　things．They　are　only　onc　ofhving　things．What　he　wanted　to　say　in　the
first　argument　seems　to　me　that　we　are　unable，　either　with　or　without　proo£to　prefer
our　own　impressions　to　those　of　the“irrational”animals．　Sextus　demonstrates　how　it　is
not　propcr　that“the　irrational　animals”such　as　dogs　are　inferior　to“rational”human
beings．3）
　　Sextus　puts　Aristotle　at　the　top　of　dogmatists．　Aristotle　built　the　theological　world
view　constituting　a　hierarchy　f｝om　imperfecter　ones　to　perfecter　ones，　and　he　put　men
・tth・．t・P．　W・m・n・・e　imp・・fe・ter　th・n　m・n．4）．
　　Besides，　at　the　beginning　of　his“Metaphysics”Aristotle　says　the　sense　of　seeing　is
the　most　important，　But　fbr　Sextus　five　senses　are　equally　qualified．　He　does　not　treat
the　sense　of　sceing　as　the　most　important　one．
　　What　Scxnis　says　in　the丘rst　mode　of　argument　is　also　apphed　to　the　second　mode．
He　argues　here　the　difference　in　body　and　soul（most　of　an，　the　way　of　philosophical
thinking）among　human　beings．　He　does　not　give　any　ranks　to　human　beings，　but　he
only　puts　the　differences　side　by　side．　As　a　wholc，　in　the　other　eight　modcs（tropes）
Sextus　emphasized“relation（pros　ti）”as　well　as　variet）㌧and　criticized　one－sided
dogmatic　thinking．　We　can　take　the　Pyrrhonism　by　Sextus　Empiricus　for　the　caution
to　manifbld　dogmatism（scientific，　political，　religious　etc．）into　which　wc　are　always
apt　to　fall．　The　Pyrrhonism　rccognizes　no　difference　between　the　superior　and　the
inferior，　but　qualifies　them　equal．　Furthermore，　Pγrrhonism　tries　to　attain　to“ataraxia”，
which　is　to　enable　to　be　libcral　in　soul．　And　so　Pyrrhonism　has　both　liberty　and
eqUality　in　itSelf．
　　In　the　sixteenth　century“Outlines　of　Pyrrhonism”was　awakened丘om　the　long
sleep．　Montaigne　interpreted　this　book　in　his“Essais”（Vblume　II，　Chapter　12）．5）6）
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　　II－120ccupies　one　sb（th　of　the　whole　E∬ay∫．　Almost　a　quarter　of　the　whole　II－12　is
spared　fbr　a　number　of　episodes　of　animals．　The　episode　of“Pアrrho　and　a　pig”@is　one　of
them．　Sextus　puts　different　kinds　of　anlmal　including　human　beings　side　by　side　and
quali丘es　them　equa1．　With　different　examples　of　animals　Montaigne　tries　to　1（now　how
“irrational　animals”are“rationa1，”and　rather　superior　to　us　human　beings，　He　blames　and
criticizes　the　conceit　of　human　beings．　He　recognizes　unccrtainty　of　senses，　the
P・w・・1essness・f・ea・・n，・nd　p・w…f　ig・g・ance，・ayi・9　Qu・・ai・－j・P（Wh・t　d・lk・・wP　I
know　nothing．）
4．“lmpermanence”in　Montaigne’s　Essays
　　The　following　passages　ofll－12　seem　to　clarify　Montaigne’s　concept　of‘‘impcrmanence．”
．．．．．．there　is　no　constant　existences，　neither　of　our　being，　nor　of　the　o切ects．　And　we，
and　our　judgment，　and　an　mortal　things　else　do　uncessantly　role，　turn，　and　pass　away」
Thus　can　nothing　be　certainly　established，　nor　of　the　one，　nor　of　the　other；both　the
judging　and　the　judged　being　in　continual　alteration　and　motion・We　have　n・
communication　with　the　being；fbr　every　human　nature　is　ever　in　the　middlc　between
being　born　and　dying；giving　nothing　of　itself　but　an　obscure　apPearance　and　shadow・
and　an　uncertain　and　weak　opinion．　And　if　perhaps　you　fb（your　thought　to　take　its
being；it　would　be　even，　as　if　one　should　go　about　to　grasp　the　water：fbr　how　much　the
more　he　shall　close　and　press　that，　which　bアits　own　nature　is　ever　gliding，　so　much　the
more　he　shall　loose　what　he　would　hold　and　fasten．　Thus，　seeing　an　things　are　su切ect
to　pass丘om　one　change　to　another；reason，　which　therein　seeks　a　real　substance，　finds
her　self　deceived　as　unable　to　apprehend　any　thing　subsistent　and　permanent：
fbrsomuch　as　each　thing　either　comes　to　a　being，　and　is　not　yet　altogether；or　beginS　to
die　befbre　it　is　born．，．．．．Heraclitus　av6rs　that　no　man　ever　entered　twice　one　same　river
＿．．．not　only（as　Heraclitus　said）the　death　of丘re　is　a　generation　of　air；and　the　death
・f・i・，・g・nと…i・n・fW・・er・B・・al・・w・m・y　m・・t・vid・n・ly・ee　it　i・・…e1・…Th・
flower　of　age　dics，　fades　and　flecs，　when　age　comes　upon　us，　and　youth　cnds　in　the
flower　of　a　fhll　grown　maゴs　age：Childhood　in　youth，　and　the　age，　dies　in　infancy：and
yesterday　ends　in　this　da｝～and　to－day　shall　die　in　tomorrow．　And　nothing　remains　or
eVer　COntinUeS　in　One　State．1＞
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＿．．．he　cannot　see　but　with　his　own　eycs，　nor　take　hold　but　with　his　own　arms．　He
shall　raise　himsclf　up，　if　it　pleases　God　extraordinarily　to　lend　him　his　helping　hand．
He　may　elevate　himself　by　fbrsaking　and　renouncing　his　own　means，　and　suffering　and
suffering　himself　to　be　elevated　and　raised　by　mere　heavenly　means．　It　is　fbr　our
Christian　faith，　not　fbr．his　Stoic　virtue　to　pretend　or　aspire　to　this　d‘ivine
Metamorphosis，　or　miraculous　transmutation．2）
　　“There　is　no　constant　existence．”Here　we　can　find　Montaigne’s“Impermanence．”
“Existence”is　taken　into　consideration　by　him　from　two　sides．①As　the　judging　subject．②
As　the　judged　o切ect　by　the　judging　su切ect・Montaigne　says　that　both　sides　are　hot　in　a
constant　condition，　in　other　words　both　sidcs　arc　in　impermanent　condition．　Or　they　are　in
uncertalnty・
　　The　subject・fjudgment　exists　as　the“self”Montaigne　seems　to　have　met　with・r
discovered　his　self　a　short　while　befbre　his　accepting　Pyrrhonism．　He　scems　to　have
discovered　his　se正when　he　experienced　his　near－death　by　falling　down　from　the　horseback．
We　can且nd　in　II－6，　which　seems　to　have　been　written　before　1575，　the姐owing　passage：
＿＿For　truly，　for　a　man　to　acquaint　himself　with　death，　I　find　no　better　way　than　to
approach　it＿＿This　is　not　my　doctrine，　it　is　but　my　study；And　not　another　man’s
lesson，　but　mine　own．　Yet　ought　no　man　to　blame　me　if　l　impart　thc　same．　What　serves
my　tum，　may　haply　serve　another　man’s；otherwise　I　mar　nothing；what　I　make　use　of，
is　mine　own＿＿Many　years　are　past　since　I　have　no　other　aim，　whereto　my　thoughts
bend，　but　my　self，　and　I　control　and　study　nothing　but　my　self．　And　if　I　study　any　thing
else，　it　is　immediately　to　place　it　upon，　or　to　say　better，　in　my　self．　And　1　think　1　err　not，
as　commonly　men　do　in　othcr　sciences，　without　all　comparison　less　profitable．　I　impart
what　I　have　learnt　by　this，　although　I　greatly　content　not　my　self　with　the　progress　I
have　made　therein．　There　is　no　description　so　hard，　nor　so　profitable，　as　is　the
description　of　a　man’s　own　lifヒ＿．＿3）
　　To　this　passage
correspond：
of　II－6’s，　the　following　two　passages　of　II－17　and　III－2　seem　to
II－17：＿＿I　turn　my　sight　inward，　there　I　fix　it，　there　I　amuse　it．　Every　man　looks
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befbre　himself，　I　look　within　my　sel丘Ihave　no　business　but　my　self　I　uncessantly
consider，　control　and　taste　my　selfi　other　men　go　ever　elsewhere，　if　they　think　well　on　it：
they　go　ever　forward，
一一獅?高潤@in　sese　tentat　descendere．一一Pers．　Sat．　iv．23．
No　man　attempts　this　Essay，
Into　himself　to　find　the　way．
as　for　me　I　rolc　me　into　my　sel£This　capacity　of　sifting　out　the　truth，　what，　and
howsoever　it　be　in　me，　and　this　free　humour　I　havc，　not　very　easily　subject　my　belief，　I
owe　especially　unto　my　self，　for　the　most　constant，　and　general　imaginations　I　have　are
those，　which（as　one　would　say）were　born　with　me：They　arc　natural　unto　me，　and
wholly　mine．　I　produced　them　raw　and　simple，　of　a　hardy　and　strong　production，　but
somewhat　troubled　and　imperfect：which　I　have　since　established　and　fbrtified　by　the
authority　of　others，　and　by　thc　sound　examples　of　ancients，　with　whom　I　have　found
my　self　conformable　in　judgment＿．．．4）
III－2i＿＿Constantly　itself　is　nothing　but　a　languishing　and　wavering　dance．　I　cannot
settle　my　object；it　goes　so　inquietly　and　staggering，　with　a　natural　drunkenness．　I　take
it　in　this　plight，　as　if　at　the　instant　I　amuse　my　self　about　it．　I　describe　not　the　essence，
but　the　passage；not　a　passage　from　age　to　agc，　or　as　the　people　reckon，　from　seven
years　to　seven　years，　but　from　day　to　day，　from　minute　to　minute．．＿．5）
　　As　mentioned　above，　Heraclitus　says　that　no　man　can　ever　stcp　twice　into　the　same　river，
but　the　river　itself　is　thc　same・Just　likc　this，　Montaigne　says　that　there　is　no　constant
existence，　but　he　discovered　the　constant　and　general　in　his　self　And　on　the　other　hand，　he
had　been　trying　to　establish　his　own　originalitアthrough　learning　the　Greek　and　Latin
classics　and　philosophies（1－25）．He　met　with　his　self　inside　himself，　and　with　Pyrrhonism
through　learning　in　his　library．
　　Montaigne　established　his“Self”belonging　to　the　modern　age　through　his　encounter
with　Pyrrhonism．　We　can丘nd　the　relationship　between　his　self　and　his　version　of
Pyrrhonism　in　III－4，　III－8，　and　III－10．　The　first　step　of　Pyrrhonism　consists　in　opposing　A
and　Non－A（・B），suspending　judgment，　and　inquiring　both　A　and　Non－A　What　he　did　as
aPyrrhonian　was　at　first　to　divide　his　self　into　two　sides：inside　his　self　and　outside　his　self．
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His　library　was　only　foll　his　inside　self．　There　in　his　library，　he　talked　only　with　himsel£No
one　was　allowed　to　enter　his　room．　But　outside　his　own　room，　life　dealing　With　many　kinds
of　people　was　awaiting　him・
　　Montaigne　had　to　live　as　a　lord，　as　a　courtier，　and　as　a　politician．　ln　his　library　he　read　and
described　what　was　taking　place　in　his　self，　falhng　down　inside　and　observing　it　precisely．
He　always　tried　to　balance　thcsc　two　sides　of　his　life．　The　balance　is　the　symbolic　mark　of
Pyrrhonism．　He　was　appointed　to　the　chamberlain　fbr　two　French　kings，　the　mayor　of
Bordcaux，　and　he　was’≠唐汲?п@to　mediate　between　the　Protestants（Huguenots）and
Catholics．　He　was　always　occupied　with　public　affhirs．　He　tried，　however，　not　to　sacrifice　his
private　life　for　his　public　one　as　possible　as　he　could，　though　he　was　rcady　to　do　things　in
case　they　were　necessary・
　　In　public　life，　too，　he　behaved　as　a　Pyrrhonian．　Needless　to　say，　in　mediating　the　two　sects
h・pl・y・d・g・ea…1・i・・Pyrr・ni・n　w・y．　1・　II－12　h・・aid・h・・Pyrrh・ni・m　w・・th・m・・t
truthful　and　useful　teaching．　He　went　everywhere　keeping　thoroughly　and　positively　a
balance　in　his　mind，　not　sparing，　ifnecessary，　any　blood　and　pain．
　　Most　important　of　all　the　things，　however，　was　the　fact　that　on　the　two　plates　of　his
balance　he　himself　and　others　weighed　equally．　Hc　always　thought　that　everyone　had　his
human　condition　and　generality　in　him，　and　what　occurred　to　him　happened　equally　to
others．　He　maintained　his　confidence，1istcning　at　the　same　time　to　others．　Appointed　to　a
mayor，　he　did　not　change　his　mind．　At　that　time，14％of　the　population　of　Bordeaux　were
said　to　be　Protestants（Huguenots）．His　standpoint　was　Catholic　rather　than　Huguenot．
He　seemed　to　be　in　a　difficult　position．　In　Pyrrhonism　there　exists　no　hierarchy　among
human　beings．　They　have　frcedom　and　equality　to　one　another．
Conclusion
　1　would　like　to　suggest　to　compare　the　lifetime　ofthe　following　two　groups．
①Kenk6（1283－1350）
　Basho　（1644－1694）
②Saint　Th・mas　Aquinas（1225－1274）
Montaigne（1533－1592）
　　Kenk6　and　Thomas　Aquinas　share　the　13th　Century，　and　Montaigne　was　born　100　years
earlier　than　Bash6．　Montaigne　belonged　to　the　16th　Century，　while　Bash6　was　alive　in　the
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17th　Century．　The　difference　of　the　birth　age　of　each　group　is　almost　the　same，　namely
about　300　yeats・　C・ncerning　the　view　of　Muj60f　thc　first　group，　we　can　find　little
difference．　But　as　for　the　second　group，　each　occupies　quite　a　different　position　in　the
Europcan　history1　of　thought．　The　former　united　two　authorities　of　Europe：Aristotle’s
metaphysics　and　Christianity．　The　latter，　on　the　contrary，　insisted　not　to　accept　any
authorized　view　without　suspicion．
　　Montaigne　wrote　in　his　Essays：“There　is　no　constant　existence．”Men　have　long　asked　the
question　whether　there　is　any　constant　existence　or　not．　Some　say　yes，　others　say　no，　or
suspend　their　judgment・G・Buddha　just　suspended　the　judgment　on　atman，　namely
individualized　Brahman．　Brahman　was　thought　to　be　constant　existence　in　India　at　that
time・And　Buddha　rather　maintained　anatman，“Muga無我”in　Japancse．　on　the　contrary，
Dr．　Kanakura，　fbrmer　professor　of　Indian　philosophy　at　T6hoku　University　in　Sendai，
Japan，　says　as　follows：
Thc　atman　was　inherent　in　all　things，　controlling　them　from　within，　it　possessed
eternal　nature　and　its　substance　was　the　same　as　that　of　the　absolute　Brahman．　To　put
it　bluntly，　Buddha　emerged　to　deny　the　fhndamental　principle　which　the　Upanishadic
sages　had　racked　their　brains　to　discover，　and　which　they　had　succecded　in　grasping．1）
To　quote　my　English　article　again：
　　And　so　anatman　is　the　negative　form　of　atman．　It　is　against　the　Upanishadic
thinking．　It　represents　the　revolutionary　meaning　of　early　Buddhism．　Anatman　has
nothing　to　do　with　losing　or　rej　ecting　the　self．　According　to“the　Dhammapada　160，”
“Oneself　indeed　is　patron　of　onesetf．　Who　else　indeed　could　be　one’s　patronP　With
oneself　well　restrained，　one　gets　a　patron　hard　to　get．”2）
　　Buddha　says　he　is　obliged　to　suspend　the　judgment　to　permanence　and　absoluteness，
because　we　can　not　experience　them，　but　we　can　at　least　experience　birth，　becoming
sick，　old　and　death，　and　so　he　rather　says　we　are　in　impermanence　and　anatman．3）
　　In　early　Buddhism　one　was　expected　to　havc　oneself　firmly　and丘eely　enough　to　contro1．
‘‘i6常”，　first　half　of“Muj6，”means　constant　existence．　And　so，　Mujo’　is　nothing　but　no
constant　existence　or　permanence．　That　is　to　say，　it　is　impermanent．　At　the　same　time，　all
the　things　are　built　up　by　a　fUgitive　net－work　of　thc　sel£It　seems　to　me，　however，　that　those
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J・p・n・・eli…a・y　w・・k・・n　M両6・nd…t・nd　M両6・nly　as　s・m・・hi・g　m・vi・g・r　ch・ngi・g・
The　Japanesc　writers　described　and　ve士sed　in　waka　or　Haiku・免eling　M両6　in　their　ordinary
lives　and　in　Nature　surrounding　them．　Moreover，　they　seem　to　think　it　good　to　wrap　all
things，　even　their　sclves，　if　any，　into　Nature，　and　think　that　all　the　things　happen　within．
Nature．　All　the　things　including　religion（Shintoism，　Buddhism，　Con釦cianism　and
Ta。i・m）・nd　m・ny雄・d・・fk・・wl・dge　and…n．1・・ny　w・y，・h・y　1・丘・・Ni㎞（Di・・i・・）・
Essay・，　W・k・（Ta・k・）・nd　H・ik・．　U・・il・・d・y，　P・・plc　a・e飾・d・f　ver・i・g　m・ny・ki・d・・f
short　poetry　in　Japan・
　　Montaigne　says　in　I－25　as　fbUows：
We　can　talk　and　prate，　Cicero　says　thus，　These　are　Plato’s　customs，　These　are．the
very　words　of　Aristotle；but　what　say　we　our　selves？　What　do　we？　A　Peroquet　would
say　as　much．This　fashion　puts　me　in　mind　that　rich　Roman，　who　to　his　exceeding　great
charge　had　been　very　industrious　to　find　out　the　most　suf丘cient　men　in　all　sciences，
which　hc　continually　kept　about　him，　that　if　at　any　time　occasion　should　be　rnoved
amongst　his　friends　to　speak　of　any　matter　pertaining　to　Scholarship，　they　might
・・pPly　hi・place，・nd　be　ready　t・assi・t　him・s・m・with　di・c・…e…m・with・verse・f
Homer，　otherwise　with　a　sentence，　each　one　according　to　his　skil1　or　profession；who
persuaded　himself　that　all　such　learning　was　his　own，　because　it　was　contained　in　his
servants　mindS．　As　they　do　whose　sufficiency　is　placed　in　their　sumptuous　libraries．　I
know　some，　whom　if　I　ask　what　he　knows，　hc　will　require　a　book　to　demonstrate　the
same，　and　durst　not　dare　to　tcll　me　that　his　posteriors　are　scabies，　except　he　turn　over
his　Lexicon　to　see　what　posteriors　and　scabies　is，　we　take　the　opinions　and　knowledge
of　others　into　our　protection，　and　that　is　all：1　tel1　you　they　must　be　enfeoffed　in　us，　and
made　our　own．　We　may　very　wcll　be　compared　unto　him，　who　having　need　of負re，
should　go　fetch　some　at　his　neighbour’s　chimne｝～where　finding　a　good　firc，　should
there　staアto　warm　himse1£fbrgetting　to　carrアsome　homc，　what　availcs　it　us　to　haYe
our　bellics　fhll　of　meat，　if　it　be　not　digeste’пHIf　i be　not　transchanged　in　usP　except　it
nourish，　augment，　and　strengthen　usP　May　we　imagine　that　Lucullus，　whom　learning
madc　and　framed　so　great　a　Captain　without　experience，　would　have　taken　it　after　our
mannerP　We　rely　so　much　upon　other　mcn’s　arms，亡hat　we　disannul　our　own　strength．
Will　1　arm　my　self　against　the　fear　of　death？　it　is　at－　Senecaes　cost：will　1　draw　comfort
either　for　my　self，　or　any　other？Iborrow　the　same　of　Cicero．　I　would　have　taken　it　in
my　self，　had　1　been　exercised　unto　it：110ve　not　this　relative　and　begged－for　sufficienc）r．
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Suppose　we　may　be　learned　by　other　men’s　learning．　Sure　I　am，　we　can　never　be　wise，
b・t　by・u・・w・wi・d・m．4）
　　For　Montaigne，　only　Myself　is　certain，　because　1　have　Myself．　God　may　be　certain，　but　I
am　not　God　himself，　and　I　do　not　have　God　in　Myself，　he　thinks．　Myself　consists　of
uncertain　and　impcrmanent　reason　and　senses　in　recognizing　things．　Nevertheless，　Myself　is
obliged　to　support　itself．　He　tries（cssayer）to　describe　such　impermanence　and　uncertainty
as　they　are，　observing　in　his　deep　inside　self，　and　notices　that　many　kinds　ofcustom（habit）
and　experience　are　accumulated　in　his　self，　knowing　that　his　self　is　nothing　but　a　mass　of
custom（habit）．In　this　view　of　selfwe　may　find　the　so－called　birth　ofModern　Self（近代的
自我）．
　　Putting　Kenk61iving　in　the　13th　century　aside，　it　was　late　in　the　17th　century　that　Bash6
died．　About　200　years　later，　the　way　of　European　thinking　was　imported　to　Japan．　Was
“Modern　Self”included　in　the　imported　way　of　thinking？Ihave　no　idea　whether　the
f（）110wing　episode　gives　the　answer　for　this　question　or　not，　but　it　has　something　to　be　taken
into　consideration．　Dr．　Yukawa　of　meson　theory　used　to　put　a　book　on　one　side　of　his　desk，
abook　whose　au㌻hor　was　a“disciple”of　Montaigne．　Who　the　author　was　and　which　book
Yukawa　liked　to　read　will　be　treated　in　another　opportunity．
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無常と不確実性：吉田兼好とモンテーニュ
三宅中子
　当論文は、学習院大学文学部研究年報第50輯所収の三宅中子の「人間の知恵としての初
期仏教とピュロニズム」の内容を前提としている。同論文では、日本人が持っている、例え
ば平家物語の初めにあるような無常観は仏教の創始者ゴータマ・ブッダの説いた無常観に基
づいているのかを問うた。平家物語では「無常」は「ことわり（真理）」とされ、全篇滅び
と死に終始している。
　先ず初期仏教と古代ギリシャのピュロニズム（懐疑論）との関係を明らかにし、ブッダの
「諸行無常」は「諸法無我」とセットであり、「無我」は「我（恒常性のある真理）」の否定
形で、八正道の初めにくる「正見」であること、ブッダの悟りの基本は四諦と縁起、八正道
はその実践であることを考えて平家物語の無常との違いを明らかにした。初期仏教はピュロ
ニズムと共に極端にはしることを戒めた人間の知恵として東方よりむしろ西方に伝わったと
思われ、その受け手の一人が紀元二世紀のアレクサンドリアのセクストゥス・エンピリクス
で、その後1400年の空白のあと、十六世紀のフランスのモンテーニュが大きな役割を果た
して近現代の主要な動きに影響を与えたことを論じた。
　当論文はそのようなモンテーニュの考え方の中に無常観といえるものが認められるかどう
か、認められるとすれば、近世のトップランナーの一人としてのモンテーニュの考え方とど
んな関係があるかを問う。そこで改めて無常観を漂わせているといわれる日本の文学作品を
取り上げることにした。それら文人達は人を含めた自然を流れとして受けとめ、それを短歌
や俳句に詠み、随筆や紀行文にした。
　モンテーニュはピュロニアンとして古代ギリシャ以来の伝統的な存在を認識主体とそれの
対象となる客体の両面として考え、その両面とも人間の認識能力の不確実性により不確実な
無常な状態にあると考える。又、近世の人間として自立を願望する彼はそうした我の中に
「変らぬ我」を発見する。「我」はいつでも「我」である。このことは我にとって「唯一iの確
実なこと」である。どんなに不確実な状態にあっても。モンテーニュの無常は恒常性のない
不確実性として考えられ、かえって「変らぬ確実な」我を引き出した。この我をよりどころ
にして公私の生活を全うし、「私」の記述ものこした。
　明治時代欧米流の考え方が輸入された折、この「近代的自我」も入ってきたのであろうか。
日本の伝統的な無常観の根強さを思うとき、疑問とせざるを得ない。
　キーワード【無常　死　不確実性　ピュロニズム　近代的自我】
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Tsurezuregusa　ofYoshida　Kenk6　and　E∬ays　ofMontaigne
Nakako　MIYAKE
　This　article　is　premised　on　my　recent　English　publication“Early　Buddhism　and
Pyrrhonism　as　Human　Wisdom，”in：7乃e　Annual　Colle‘tion　ofE∬卯∫認8！磁∫，　Faculりr　of
Letters，　Gakushuin　Universit｝～Tokyo，　V61．50，2003．　I　asked　there　whether　the　vicw　of
“M両6”（impermanence），which，　like　that　of　the　beginning　of　The　Tale（if∫He　i々e，　derivcs
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f，・mea・ly　B・ddhi・出・・n・・．　Th・　T・1・　・fH・ike・h・w・“M両6”・・“・・u・h・”1・1・・i丘・d・h・
relationship　bctween　early　Buddhism　and　Pyrrhonism，　and　assumcd　that　the　latter　was
transmitted　rather　to　thc　West　than　to　the　East．　One　of　the　successors　of　Pyrrhonism　was
Sextus　Empiricus（2．　century　AD．），and　the　other　was　Montaigne．
　　In　this　article，　I　would　hke　to　ask　whether　or　not　we　can丘nd“Muj6”in　Montaigne　as
wen，　and　ifwe　can，　whether　or　not　we　can丘nd　the　relationship　between“M両0”and　his　way
of　thinking　as　one　of　the　toprunners　in　the　modern　world．　I　ask　these　questions　comparing
Montaigne　with　Japanese　writers，　most　of　all　with％shida　Kenko・concerning　their　views
on“Mゆ．”
　　Montaigne，　as　a　Pyrrhonian，　suspending　his　judgment　to　the　traditi・nal“constant
existence，”divided　it　into　two　sides：the　judging　subject　and　the　object　judged　by　thc　subject・
both　thought　by　him　as　being　in　uncertain　and　imper琵ct　condition。　Then　Montaigne
discovered　there“constant　I”：“1”am　always“1”．　This　is“the　only　certainty”fbr　me，　even　if
“1”Inyself　am　in　uncertain　conditions．　He　interpreted　impermanence　as　unconstant
uncertainty　and　gave　birth　to“Modern　Se圧”He　tried　to　live　both　his　private　and　public　life
earnestly，　leaving　Es∫ay∫．　when　the　European　way　of　thinking．was　imported　to　Japan・was
the“Modcrn　Self’introduced　as　welP　I　am　rather　sceptical　about　it，　because　the　tradltional
view　of“M可6”seems　to　be　deep－rooted　not　only　in　Japanese　literaturc・but　also　in　the
Japanese　way　of　thinking　in　gencra1．
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